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QUESTION 1 // define mentor + sponsor
I thought it was interesting Mary Ann that you mentioned that mentorship 
opportunities were rare in your professional development.  Your story is an 
example of why we are having this event tonight and why Latinos in 
Architecture exists as a committee.  Ricardo you mentioned having many.  
There were communities that championed and Paola you spoke about one 
professor in particular who has helped guide you.  Part of that relationship 
includes regular meetings. I would like for you to each elaborate a little 
more on your experience with mentorship / sponsorship in your 
position and field.  What makes a good mentor?  How have these 
experiences affected how you mentor and what you look for in a 
mentor?  What is the difference between sponsorship and 
mentorship?

QUESTION 2 // lived experience + identity
Part of the reason you were asked to be on this panel is because you 
represent different phases of professional practices.  You all work on 
different phases of projects.  The sizes of firms you represent vary and the 
scales of your projects are different. Intersectionality is important and 
identity informs perspectives.  Lived experiences mold us.   How have your 
lived experiences been an advantage in your work? Can you speak to 
an instance when your perspective affected a process or project?

QUESTION 3 // challenges + paths forward
We have talked about difficult challenges in your individual experiences.  They 
range from tokenism to assumptions of quality based on gender, age, ethnicity 
and race.  You all have had an experience where you were the sole 
representative of an identity in a room or in a firm.  Some of you have 
mentioned the fact that because you are not a parent, additional work is 
expected of you due to your assumed schedule and less pay is allocated 
because of your lack of dependants. More recently I was talking to someone 
about allies.  They are wonderful but we also need to have accomplices 
because then we are tying action to responsibility. I would like for you to talk 
more about challenges yall have faced.  Equity Diversity and Inclusion 
are used often within leadership, but often lack action.  What can firms, 
leadership, co-workers can do to help us all be better - understanding 
that it is not on us to help people evolve (invisible labor)?  Maybe you can 
also speak to how these challenges have changed your practice or 
approaches to practice?

QUESTION 4 // legacy learning + healing
When I talk about legacy learning and responsibilities in life I reference Toni 
Morrison’s quote  “When you get these jobs that you have been so brilliantly 
trained for, just remember that your real job is that if you are free, you need to 
free somebody else.  If you have some power, then your job is to empower 
somebody else.  This is not a grab-bag candy game.”  Legacy learning is 
important in our communities and this panel is therapy.  What is something 
that you wish you would have known 5 years ago?  Who do you hope to 
empower and how?  Final statement?
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THANK YOU
Mark + Jorge + Chris

Jorge Luis + Lisa + Joe
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possible without City of 
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Office + Roberto C. 
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time!


